LICENSED MARKS:

Cradle to Cradle Certified™ Bronze

THE LICENSED MARKS IDENTIFIED ABOVE MAY BE LICENSED TO:

Hydro Building Systems France

FOR THE BELOW LISTED CERTIFIED PRODUCTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE NAME:

Soleal FY Windows

Only the following products are considered Certified Product(s) within the scope of this certification and the associated Trademark License Agreement:

Technal Soleal Windows

- Technal Soleal Window FY 55 Italienne 55
- Technal Soleal Window FY 55 OB 55 Visi
- Technal Soleal Window FY 55 OF 55 caché
- Technal Soleal Window FY 55 OB 55 caché Q standard
- Technal Soleal Window FY 55 OF 55 caché Q standard
- Technal Soleal Window FY 55 IT 65
- Technal Soleal Window FY 65 OB 65 caché Q standard
- Technal Soleal Window FY 65 OF 65 visible Q Standard
- Technal Soleal Window FY 65 OF 65 visible Q Standard
- Technal Soleal Window FY 65 OB 65 Q caché
- Technal Soleal Window FY 65 OF 65 Q caché

Glass is added separately and is not included in the scope of this certification.